What ParaComm Does

ParaComm Results

– we work with people to create a new mindset about what is possible
ParaComm works with organizations to create commitments to the future
and what you want to accomplish.

Achieved Objective:
Danone Brazil = CBU moved
from bottom of CBU’s
globally to top 5 in one year.
Danone North America =
Double company in 3years.

Achieved Objective:

Guinness Brewing Worldwide
= 4 world areas aligned in a
common Vision & Strategy
increasing results.

Who Paracomm Works With
Objective Achieved:
move Vodafone from #2 to #1
cell phone company in the
country. They were then
voted the “Best place to Work”
in Turkey

Testimonials

How Paracomm Works
lead

We
a series of two-day
meetings where people begin to
shift micro behavior and shift
day-to-day behaviors that then
begin to have a more lasting
change.

engage

We
larger groups
in two-day sessions, bringing more
people into the conversation and
getting more people on the same
page, in this new mindset of
commitment and possibility.

We are in meetings with Exco and

Co-Create

others to
and challenge the thinking that the
teams come up with and in some
cases, be the mirror to really get the
new commitments, mind set and
breakthrough projects motoring.

“ParaComm helped me to build a truly unique culture in my organization that delivered not only
breakthrough results but also high motivation and loyalty. ParaComm’s Transformational Leadership
Program is definitely the most powerful tool that I have experienced in my career to build a committed
organization that delivers breakthrough results.”

- Gökhan Öğüt

CEO Vodafone Turkey

“It is extremely rare for a highly successful company to ‘stand in the future’ and recognize the need to
transform itself. ParaComm helped us create a cultural shift with a clear strategic intent for the business,
and now all four world areas stand aligned on our common vision and strategy.”

- Brian Baldock

CBE, Guinness Brewing Worldwide

“The most meaningful and effective contribution ParaComm made was to help us expand our thinking
and to act in new ways. They introduced us to a new way of communicating which has endured years
later. As a result of their work the culture of this organization is different.”

- Peter Lederer

CBE, Chairman, The Gleneagles Hotel

